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Pedestal Features
Custom powder coat
colours available to suit
corporate livery

Full capping panel for
weather-proof durability

Customised door
designs to fit
industry OPTs

Drop-down door gives
easy access to OPT
for paper change and
servicing

Integrated yet
open design for
security and
forecourt visibility

Pedestal Options:

Swing flap to
control odours
and litter

- Integrated rubbish bin
- Windscreen brush and
bucket
- Standard full-panel
pedestal

Large panel
provides effective
branding space

Formed aluminium commercial
grade panels with 5 year anticorrosion warranty. Custom
colours available

Swinging door for easy
rubbish bin collection

Easy to install, sturdy base
with built-in drainage

Gallagher brings this smart design to market as a payment

pedestal enclosure offers a range of valuable forecourt

pedestal for your forecourt zone. The intelligent design

additions. A major focus of the design brief was to produce a

behind the OPT Pedestal makes it the perfect addition to your

product that assisted our customers in their universal desire

forecourt area.

to maintain a clean, uncluttered look to the service station

By maximising form and function, the OPT enhances your

environment, while offering a range of genuinely useful

customer’s payment experience and the multi-purpose

facilities to their customers.

THE GALLAGHER OPT PEDESTAL 362 IS
SUITABLE FOR SINGLE OR DOUBLE SIDED
CONFIGURATION. ITS INTELLIGENT DESIGN
CLEVERLY RETAINS HIGH FORECOURT
VISIBILITY AND POSITIONS THE INTERFACE AT
A COMFORTABLE HEIGHT.
The Gallagher OPT Pedestal offers multiple enhancements
for the forecourt:
 single or dual side OPT operation with an orientation choice
 styled for a cohesive forecourt look
 clean design allows effective branding and instructional
signage
 a range of forecourt uses through flexible design
You choose the orientation that best suits your forecourt flow.
Your site’s percieved space is maximised by lane throughflow yet manœuvering space is retained. If your forecourt
has dispensers and terminals on raised plinths, the Gallagher
Pedestal is ideal at the end(s) of each OPT controlled
dispensing lane.
The number of Pedestals employed will depend on your site’s
activity. Single OPT Pedestals at each end provide the basic
coverage. Filling points and product placement may be a
factor when calculating your OPT requirement.

G6 OPT CONNECTING TO CUSTOMERS ON
THE FORECOURT LIKE NEVER SEEN BEFORE
“In the world of fuel retail, the outdoor payment terminal has
become almost as important as the petrol pump, offering fueland-go convenience to your customers and higher throughput
during peak-times for you.”
FUSION has developed outdoor payment systems for the fuel
retail industry for over 30 years. We are leaders in the field
and our terminals provide outstanding service on thousands
of forecourts around the world.
Introducing the FUSION G6 - a low-cost, Multimedia terminal,
tailor-made for outdoor fuel retail. The G6 combines the
best of the G5 OPT with new technologies, and balances
functionality with practicality to give you a truly unique
opportunity.
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When centrally placed on smaller lanes, the Gallagher
Pedestal provides a safer payment environment.
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The G6 sets a new benchmark in payment security featuring
an encrypting PIN pad plus integrated card readers for
magnetic stripe, EMV and contactless cards. The full
VGA display is already used in harsh marine environments
(fishfinders and GPS navigation systems) and offers
toughened, anti-reflective glass directly bonded to the LCD
for maximum performance in bright sunlight. The screen size
has been carefully selected to ensure that the G6 is small
enough to fit into almost any pump or the Gallagher OPT
pedestal, yet large enough to display advertising promotions
to entice customers into your c-store.
There are many forecourt solutions on the market today,
but none of them offer the features of the G6 at this price.
Lower costs, better return on investment and exciting new
value-added services at the pump - just a few benefits of the
groundbreaking new G6 OPT outdoor payment terminal.
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In fact, it’s the most advanced, easy to use and adaptable fuel
retail automation system ever made.

Where space is not at a premium, orienting the Pedestal at
right angles to the lane allows customers to easily associate
payment terminals with the appropriate dispensers.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
PHONE:
(NZ) +64 9 369 2900
WEBSITE:
WWW.FUSIONTRANSACTIVE.COM
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The Gallagher Pedestal has been designed for a range of

The Pedestal allows non-24 hour sites to extend business

implementations on the forecourt. The key function of the

into unattended times. By assigning OPT controlled

Pedestal module is OPT payment which can have several

dispensers where lighting, visibility and camera coverage

forecourt options.

are optimal, safety and security are maximised.

On fully unattended sites where only card payment is

Agricultural and commercial fuelling can be separated

available, OPT Pedestals can be configured to authorise

from general retail, benefitting both sets of customers.

some or all dispensers.

Business hours can be extended for industrial traffic by
using specific OPT controlled diesel filling points.

Dedicated EFTPOS lanes on an attended site allow a
quick refill option and enhanced throughput during peak

In LPG dispensing situations, the Gallagher Pedestal

activity.

allows placement of the payment terminal and the
customer outside the 4m legislated hazardous zone.
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OPTIONS
There are three options available with the Gallagher Pedestal design which covers
the Rubbish Bin, Windscreen Brush and Bucket and the standard Pedestal with
fixed panels. Each option can be powdercoated and branded to suit your individual
needs.
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